ZHK EﬃciencyModule
Hydraulic module for high
eﬃciency circuit systems
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WE CARE FOR
BETTER AIR

THE COMPANY

Since 1963 Euroclima has been the market
leader in custom-made climate control and
air-conditioning units.
We develop, produce and market high quality climate control and ventilation
products for all areas. From simple, convenient applications to solutions in hygiene
and air processing plants. Euroclima is an international industrial business working
across 5 production sites in Italy, Austria, India and the United Arab Emirates and
with over 40,000m² of production sites. Our core competencies are the production
and the worldwide distribution of customized air handling units and fan coil units.
We strive to exceed our clients’ expectations through innovation, quality and a
comprehensive service. Euroclima currently employs over 450 members of staff in
addition to a widespread distribution network with sales and service branches in the
whole of Europe, Asia, the Middle East, North Africa and Australia. Cooperation with
partners in various countries enables us to cover an extensive market whilst providing
optimal customer service.
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SEPERATION OF
AIR FLOW

EUROCLIMA ZHK EfficiencyModule

The intelligent hydraulic module for high-performance cycle systems.

Among the heat recovery systems available on the market, such as rotary or plate
exchangers, the loop system is the optimal choice for all applications that require
separate air flows.
The main feature of this heat recovery system is the separation of the supply and
exhaust air flow, which is connected to one another by a highly efficient hydraulic
module.
This flexible separation of the air flow is important if the supply and exhaust air have
to be set up separately from one another for spatial reasons. This is also beneficial for
hygienic purposes when separation of the two air flows are required, which has become
an important factor in air flow management since the Covid-19 pandemic. Efficiencies
of up to 80% can be achieved through efficient heat exchangers, in combination with the
Euroclima ZHK EfficiencyModule.
The compact design of the ZHK EfficiencyModule provides flexibility in areas where
space is limited and the closed loop system for facilities such as hospitals is critical.
The ZHK EfficiencyModule gives the advantages of a spatial and hygienic separation of
the air flows in these areas, as well as other applications such as restaurants, schools,
etc.
The control of the ZHK EfficiencyModule is equipped with a cost saving visualization
and offers you an insight into the saved energy costs at any time.
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Pos.18

supply air

1 recirculation pump
2 connection flange
3 shut off valve
4 temp./pressure gauge
5 dirt filter
6 capacity control valve
7 heat meter/flow measurement
8 defrost valve
9 brine temp. sensor
10 filling unit with press. gauge
11 safety valve
12 expansion tank
13 hot water feed
14 cold water feed
15 extract air temp. sensor
16 fresh air temp. sensor
17 sypply air temp. sensor
18 differential pressure sensor

CASING OPTIONS
ZHK EfficiencyModule

Pos. Description

Basic

Advanced

ok

-

1

Pump(s) without frequency converter

1

Pump (redundant)

-

Optional

1

Pump(s) with separate frequency converter, built in the electrical cabinet

-

ok

1

Pump(s) with separate frequency converter, supplied loose

Optional

-

steel piping cold water feed insulated

-

Optional

complete steel piping insulated

-

Optional

2

connection flange

ok

ok

3

shut off valve

ok

ok

4

pressure & temperature gauge

-

Optional

5

dirt filter

ok

ok

6

capacity control valve

-

ok

7

heat meter

-

Optional

-7

flow measurement

-

ok

8

defrost valve

-

ok

9

brine temperature sensor

ok

ok

10 filling unit with pressure gauge

ok

ok

11 safety valve

ok

ok

12 expansion tank

ok

ok

13 warm water feed

-

Optional

14 cold water feed

-

Optional

ZHK EfficiencyModule indoor installation

ok

ok

ZHK EfficiencyModule outdoor installation

-

Optional

Condensate drip tray

-

Optional

Control system for hydraulic module

-

Optional

BACnet IP, BACnet MS / TP and Modbus RTU

-

Optional

Energy Monitoring

-

Optional

Cloud connection control system

-

Optional

Control options (only if the ventilation unit is equipped without Euroclima control)
15 Air-side temperature sensor (exhaust air)
16+17

Air-side temperature sensors (fresh air / supply air)

18 Pressure sensors supply air / extract air fan

-

ok

-

Optional

-

Optional
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Outdoor installation
Advanced

Indoor installation
Advanced

Indoor installation
Basic
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QUALIT Y
IS THE ABSOLUTE PRIORITY

KNOW HOW

We produce units with integrated control for
more than 15 years.
Euroclima supplies ZHK EfficiencyModules for air volumes up to 80,000 m³ / h. All
standard options, such as cold and hot water feed, redundant pump system, thermally
insulated piping, thermally insulated housing, etc are available as options.
The commissioning of the ZHK EfficiencyModule can be carried out easily and
inexpensively by the installer. Euroclima does not compromise when it comes to
components for the ZHK EfficiencyModule, working with the best on the market such as
Siemens (control), Grundfoss (pumps) or Bellimo (servomotors).
The framework conditions for heat recovery and the necessary efficiencies are clearly
regulated and are specified by the legislator through ErP standards. A sophisticated control
system, which optimally coordinates the air and the medium flow of the heat recovery
in a loop system can achieve high efficiencies of up to > 80%.
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Regulation
Plug & Play control system optimizes the
air / glycol media flows in order to achieve
very high efficiencies (> 80%).

Frost protection function by means of
a sophisticated medium flow, any frost
formation is prevented and the efficiency
of the system increases.

Cold / heat feed
Optionally, a V2A plate exchanger can be
used external cold / heat can be supplied.

Casing
Sandwich panels with thermal insulation

Pump
optionally also in redundant design
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SMART
DETAILED SOLUTION

FUNCTION

ZHK EfficiencyModule
If the ZHK EfficiencyModule is equipped with a control system, the module is ready for
autonomous operation. The parameters of the ventilation unit such as the volume flow rates or
the temperatures can be exchanged between the RLT controller and the EffiencyModule controller
either via Modbus or via analog / digital signals. Temperature & pressure sensors built into the
device, which are read out by the EfficiencyModule controller are available as an option. If a
pressure sensor is connected to calculate the volume flow, the K-factor of the fan must be set
directly on the ZHK EfficiencyModule controller. This flexible design of the control technology
allows the ZHK EfficiencyModule to communicate with any RLT control system.
One of the most important functions of the ZHK-EfficiencyModule is to keep the ratio between
air and brine volume flow constant by means of a frequency-controlled pump. This achieves the
highest possible levels of efficiency. If, due to the temperature situation in the AHU, the demand
for heating or cooling energy falls, i.e. less than 100% recovery is required, the required amount of
energy is regulated by means of a 3-way valve. If the demand falls below 1%, the system switches
off automatically after an adjustable delay time. The integrated anti-icing protection prevents the
exhaust air heat exchanger from icing up by recording the exhaust air temperature. Therefore
operation is guaranteed even with outside temperatures below the icing limit. The volume in the
brine circuit is measured with a flow meter or optionally with a heat meter. This is set according to
the glycol / water mixture to be used. This enables precise recording of flow, volume, power and
energy. The energy is recorded separately for heat and cold.
Integration into the Euroclima Climatix Cloud is optionally available. This allows the user (if
necessary Euroclima) to access the system via the internet and to query, update and adapt
parameters, settings and schemes. The Modbus TCP / IP interface required for the cloud is
available on the controller as standard, BACnet IP, BACnet MS / TP and Modbus RTU are optionally
available and enable communication with the building management system. The entire operation
is password protected from unauthorized access. A distinction is made between a different user
and configuration levels. The entire configuration takes place directly on the controller.
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Euroclima group factories
Euroclima AG | SpA
St. Lorenzner Str. | Via S. Lorenzo 36
39031 Bruneck | Brunico (BZ)
ITALY
Tel. +39 0474 570 900
info@euroclima.com
www.euroclima.com

Euroclima Apparatebau Ges.m.b.H.
Arnbach 88
9920 Sillian
AUSTRIA
Tel. +43 (0) 48 42 66 61 -0
info@euroclima.at
www.euroclima.com

Euroclima India Pvt Ltd.
Gut No. 45, 65/1, Khaire Ambiwal, Kudus
Khaire Ambiwali Road, Taluka
421 303 Wada
INDIA
Tel. +91 22 4015 8934
info@euroclima.in
www.euroclima.com

Bini Clima S.r.l.
Via A. Prato, 4 / A
38068 Rovereto
ITALY
Tel. +39 0464 437 232
info@biniclima.eu
www.biniclima.eu

Euroclima Middle East
P.O.Box: 119870
Dubai
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Tel. +9714 802 4000
eumeinfo@euroclima.com
www.euroclima.com

Euroclima product catalogues
ZHK INOVA

Frei konﬁgurierbare Klimazentralgeräte

ZHK FLAT

Kundenspeziﬁsches Flachgerät

ETA POOL

ZHK NANO

Schwimmbadentfeuchtungsgerät

Fresh air in the most economical way,
to suit minimum space requirements

MARINE

CUSTOMIZED AIR HANDLING SOLUTIONS
FOR MARINE & OFFSHORE APPLICATIONS

T1/TB1
optional

ASEPSIS

HYGIENIC AIR HANDLING UNITS

fully washable & free cold bridge design
for food and low temperature applications

FI

HYGIENIC AIR HANDLING UNIT
FULLY WASHABLE UNITS FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGE INDUSTRY

HAY DRYER

DEHUMIDIFICATION UNIT WITH REGULATION
& REFRIGERATION CIRCUIT
FOR VENTILATION & DRYING OF HAY

AirSanitizer

ETA MATIC

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AIR HANDLING UNITS

intelligent unit mounted controls
for comfort, hospitals and industrial applications

ZHK INOVA
+ KonAir

AIRWALL

SHUT-OFF, MIXING AND BALANCING DAMPERS

FAN COIL UNITS

Euroclima June 2021
Due to it’s commitment of continuous product development
and improvement, Euroclima reserves the right to change
specifications without notice.
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DX CIRCUIT
REFRIGERANT COOLING SYSTEM
FOR AIR HANDLING UNITS

ZHK EfficiencyModule

Hydraulic module for high
efficiency circuit systems

